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Our point of view

Integration
There is a new reality for businesses
Integration has evolved
TIBCO is transforming how integration is done
The nature of business is changing...

from Data Centers to **Cloud-Hosted**

from Servers & VM to **PaaS** and **CaaS**

**Fine-grained APIs** or **Microservices**

**Web, Mobile and IoT**
...and applications are becoming more complex
What you need...

Specialized
Purposeful
Efficient
Intuitive
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TIBCO® Cloud™ Integration

TIBCO Cloud Integration empowers users to quickly and easily connect applications and APIs from their browser.
There is a new reality for businesses
Integration has evolved
TIBCO is transforming how integration is done
Solving Modern Integration Problems

The World is Hybrid
One size does not fit all!

Solving Hybrid Problems
Easy access to tools and technology

How TIBCO Cloud Integration Helps
Built in the cloud for the cloud
Solving Modern Integration Problems

The World is Hybrid

One size does not fit all
One size is great for socks, but bad for beliefs.

—Colin Wright
One size fits all? D.I.Y Hybrid Integration
Solving Modern Integration Problems

Solving hybrid problems

Easy to access tools and technology
...With Different Tools and Techniques
Solving Modern Integration Problems

How TIBCO Cloud Integration Helps

Built in the cloud for the cloud
TIBCO® Cloud™ Integration

The first iPaaS to combine all of these

- Speaks your language
- API-led
- Powered by Open Source
Address Changing Needs

Quick platform access  Time to market  Collaboration
...With Different Tools And Technologies

Zero code—API first
Build and connect APIs in browser
Powered by Enterprise DNA
Past releases

GitHub
- Added plug-ins and connectors to GitHub
- Used for version control of artifacts

Messaging
- Added cloud based FTL into TIBCO Cloud Integration

Connectivity
- Added new connectors

API Modeling
- Connected to GitHub for version control

Web Integrator
- Release of web-native design time, powered by Project Flogo™

Node.js
- Added Node.js as a new app type

TIBCO Cloud™
- Adoption and release of TIBCO Cloud, bringing new services (e.g. TIBCO Cloud™ Live Apps)

Updates
- Added new plug-ins as well as updated existing ones
- Enhanced API Modeler to work even better with the rest of the Interconnect products

VPN connectivity
- All apps have VPN connectivity
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Building Blocks of TIBCO Cloud Integration

API Modeling
Design and document your APIs visually and generate Mock apps.

Microservices
Build your Microservices with the power of Node.js

Cloud Connectivity
connect your applications and APIs directly in your browser

Service Orchestration
Model integration processes in a process, resource or service oriented way.
Cloud Connectivity

Web native design time
Connect SaaS apps and build APIs in the browser

Do it your way!
We’ll guide you along the way

Powered by Flogo
Use plug-ins from the Open Source community and extend your possibilities!
API Modeling

Visual Modeling
Everyone can create an API without writing any code!

REST made Easy
you only need to point and click to design your API

Mock your API
Simple and Advanced Mocks as first-class applications
Service Orchestration

Drag-and-Drop design
Low-code drag-and-drop environment

Eclipse based IDE
A similar experience across TIBCO Integration products

Simplified portability
Visual indicators when moving between TIBCO products
Microservices

Generate your service

Model your API and generate your microservice

Take control

Use thousands of Node.js modules

Tailored to your workflow

Use your tools and workflows to update and maintain your microservices
There is a new reality for businesses

Integration has evolved

TIBCO is transforming how integration is done
Meanwhile in the real world...

EagleView Soars with Cloud and On-premises System Integration
There is a new reality for businesses

Integration has evolved

TIBCO is transforming how integration is done
Where Do I Go For More Information?

GitHub

TIBCO® Community

Ideas

REST {easy}

How-To’s